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Emancipation and individuation
Rino Genovese
A short article to show that individuation, i. e. the possibility to be an individual in the sense
of kantian autonomy, is closely related with a concept of emancipation in a broad sense. The
author advances the thesis that a form of strange individualistic universalism is more fundamental
in modern culture than any form of pure and simple universalism. But without a citizenship
as a whole of substantial rights, no individuation – maybe just an imperfect individualism –
would be possible.

The space of social criticism. The Left and the idea of equality
Mauro Piras
The Left is defined by the idea of equality. Although this is the basis of all modern politics,
modern Right and Left have different interpretations of equality, which refer to a different
moral kernel of it. This moral content is shown by the distinction between «abtreating persons
equally» and «abtreating persons as equal». Treating as equal is different from treating equally
when, in order to respect the equal dignity of persons, simple equality becomes unjust. The
Left preserves its identity if it thinks that moral content as an idea of absence of domination,
not only apparent, but also latent, mediated by opaque social relations.

What happens to social criticism if ‘another’ world is no longer possible?
Paolo Costa
Today, many have the impression of being faced with a sea change in the way ordinary people
understand the world in which they happen to live, i.e. that we are witnessing the end of the
critical passion, that animated modern minds for centuries and encouraged them to imagine
and pursue a radical change of world and society. In the essay, this putative historical transition
is analyzed in light of the master narrative about religion’s role in human evolution, developed
by Robert Bellah in his recent book with the same title (Religion in Human Evolution, 2011),
in order to raise some questions about the fate of social criticism in a radically secular age.

On the conservative critique. New forms of conniving with senselessness
Diego Fusaro
Adaptive demystification, conservative critique, anti-transformative unmasking: it is with
these definitions that the status of a certain critique – whose end coincides with the preservation
of the though deplored world order – seems to be describable. Such a critique – one that judges
power as illegitimate and though unmodifiable – assumes the false consciousness necessary
to incorporate the contents and symbols of the power itself, while always keeping itself at
security distance from the project of transcending it. Separated from the praxis that modifies
its own object, critique becomes an expressive function of the very power against which it
stands out.
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Schleiermacher’s philosophy of religion
Sergio Sorrentino
In this paper the author, following Schleiermacher’s approach to religion, addresses the issue
of the constitution of religious experience, as well as of her specificity and plurality. In virtue
of such a transcendental constitution it is settled an asymmetrical existence-relationship to
the divine. This structure does give rise to religious lived experiences. They take form in a
plurality of life contexts; what accounts for the plurality of religions. Indeed, the asymmetrical
relationship to the divine is the last root and the ground of individual Self and of his/her
freedom.

Schleiermacher and the ethical individualism
Ferruccio Andolfi
Schleiermacher’s moral theory takes as its central value the concept of individuality that has
been anchored to the feeling of infinity in the Discourses on Religion. The analysis of
Monologues confirms a substantial continuity on this point. Finally, the exposure of legal and
social features in Kantian ethics concludes this path in the Kritik der bisherigen Sittenlehre.
Among repressive and eudemonistic systems, Schleiermacher follows the lead of the
‘abproductive’ ethics of Plato and Spinoza. These precursors do not express in a typical way
the individualistic-romantic instance that Schleiermacher carry out, but their ‘abreligious’
spirit ensures that the affirmations of individualities occur within the horizon of a fundamental
harmony.

How can we speak of an ethics of individuality in Schleiermacher’s philosophy?
Denis Thouard
This article inquires the significance of the concept of individuality, the purpose of which is
particularly stressed in the first writings of Schleiermacher, i.e. the accomplished system and
especially the Ethics. At first, it is the interpretation of Spinoza’s writings which is put forward
as the fundamental philosophical inspiration of Schleiermacher’s project (including the Ethics).
But the adoption of a systematic framework after 1803, especially in Dialectics after 1811,
risks undermining the importance dedicated to individuality. It is in the original conception
of time that lays the key connection between the systematic logic of functional differentiation
and the ethical logic of individualisation.

Individual and society in Schleiermacher and Hegel
Omar Brino
Hegel and Schleiermacher agree that modern individualism carries within itself the danger
of an ethical unsatisfying arbitrariness and both of them elaborate a systematic solution, in
order to mediate between individuals’ modern freedom, on the one hand, and social contents,
on the other. There are nevertheless differences in these two systematic solutions. Hegel
focuses above all on the processes of recognition in a social and political whole, which is
superior to individuals’ peculiarities. Schleiermacher, on the contrary, supports the concept
of plural communities that do involve the individuals’ peculiar contributions.
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Filangieri, Franklin and the right to the pursuit of happiness
Romina Amicolo
The relationship between Filangieri and Franklin points out a double political influence: on
the one hand, Jefferson’s political and social thought influenced Filangieri’s work The science
of legislation; on the other, the Neapolitan Philosopher’s way of thinking contributed to the
political and legal foundations of the United States of America. The decline of «abthe right
to the pursuit of happiness» was not caused by the excessive subjectivity of happiness and
its lack of fixity and certainty. In fact, the disappearance of the right to the pursuit of happiness
has been a consequence of the reduction of the «abcivil society» in a «commercial society».
This way, economics lost its ‘civil’ characterization.

Diversity and pluralism in the post-unitary theories of order
Sergio Dellavalle
Since the beginning of Western thought, social, political and legal order has always been conceived of as depending on the unity, internal coherence, hierarchy and often also homogeneity
of the community seen as the basis for social interaction. In the last decades, yet, a new approach to the understanding of order has been developed, in which the plurality of norms and
institutions is accepted as a desirable perspective. After introducing the fundamental elements
of the unitary conception of order in its particularistic and universalistic variants, the article
presents the three main ways of overcoming the unitary notion of order that have been recently
elaborated (systems theory, post-modernism, communicative paradigm).
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